
•  Land: diurnal cycle of all simulations agree well with obs. 
•  Ocean: weak diurnal cycle, persistent high clouds 
•  Weak DCS occurrence anomalies around local noon coexist with 

precipitation minimum: dissipating clouds may persist too long 
•  DCS cloud radiative forcing over land show substantial differences 

among simulations 

4. Diurnal cycle and radiative impact 

Diurnal cycle of CS vertical cloud fraction & rainfall anomaly 
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developing and mature stages of storms, from NARR reanalysis 

• Short to medium lived systems (< 6 hrs) lifetime 
mainly attributed to intensity of initial convection 

• Cloud area expansion rate is a good proxy for 
intensity 

• Longer lasting systems (> 6 hrs) have 50% higher 
relative humidity and 40% stronger wind shear  

Reference: Feng et al. 2012 JGR. 

2. Observations of mid-latitude DCSs 

3. Simulations of tropical DCSs 
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Morr-Mod 

Snap shot of observed and simulated Tb, identifying DCS and cloud type 

•  For same lifetime, DCS over land must 
be stronger than over ocean, model 
reproduces this except Morr.-Mod 

CS mean Tb as a function of lifetime, land vs. ocean & differences 

Simulation Design: 
•  4-km res., boundary forced by GFS reanalysis, 

prescribed SST, 1 month simulation, hourly output. 
•  3 microphysics: WSM6, Morr-Std, Morr-Mod.  

•  Morr-Std: Standard version in WRF3.3 with a fixed 
droplet number conc. of 250 pcc. 

•  Morr-Mod: 2-M aerosol scheme (Wang etal. 2013) with 
TWP-ICE aerosol DSD (Fridlind et al. 2012) (~130 pcc 
at 1.5 km) 

•  Track CS and evaluate with MTSat satellite observations 
(5-km resolution)  

•  Simulated DCS lifetime distribution 
slightly shorter than obs. in all 
simulations 

•  WSM6 DCS too tall and too small, 
reflecting lack of stratiform clouds 

•  Morr. Schemes produce better DCS 
area, but convective cloud top is still 
higher than obs. 

•  Max growth in model occur later 
than obs.; longer-lived DCS depend 
less on initial intensity 
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5. Summary 
•  Initial intensity, RH and wind 

shear affect lifetime of mid-
latitude land DCSs differently 

•  Simulated tropical DCSs 
cloud size, depth, growth rate 
sensitive to microphysics, 2-
M schemes perform better in 
these aspects 

•  Diurnal cycle in model agree 
well over land, not over ocean 

•  Microphysics have significant 
impact on cloud radiative 
forcing over land 
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Example of a DCS lifecycle 

1.  Objective 
•  To improve our understanding of processes 

related to lifetime and structure of Deep 
Convective Systems (DCSs)  

•  Evaluate ability of WRF in simulating 
lifecycle of DCS and impact of microphysics 

•  Track DCSs 
with satellite 
and combine 
with radar 
(Feng etal. 
2011 JGR) 

•  Composite 
with DCSs 
lifetimes 


